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MotoTech Solutions Announces Money Back Guarantee on PowerPegz

MotoTech Solutions announced today they will begin offering a 30-Day Money Back Guarantee
on all retail orders of PowerPegz.

El Dorado Hills, CA (PRWEB) August 5, 2004 -- MotoTech Solutions announced today they will begin
offering a 30-Day Money Back Guarantee on all retail orders of PowerPegz. PowerPegz are a rotating off-road
motorcycle footpeg that improves stability and riding performance. Each rider has the ability to customize the
tension in the footpeg rotation to their personal preference.

"We understand that PowerPegz are a revolution not only in design but in traditional thinking", said John
Christy, MotoTech Solutions Vice President of Marketing. "By offering this guarantee we are giving riders an
opportunity to test the pegs for 30 days at no risk."

PowerPegz have been met with mild caution followed by great enthusiasm. "Most riders, when they first learn
about a rotating peg, aren't certain what to think. We are confident that once they ride with PowerPegz they
quickly dismiss all skepticism and become a believer" continued Christy. "In fact, we are learning that riders are
abandoning their old pegs all together and claiming they can only ride with PowerPegz after feeling the stability
and support they provide."

PowerPegz incorporate a unique rotating action that allows the peg to rotate forward and backward in
movement with the natural motion of the rider's feet. In doing so, PowerPegz provide substantial benefits and a
real competitive advantage to riders of all ages that ride or race any road trail, enduro, motocross, trials or off-
road motorcycle.

PowerPegz retail for $139.95 (USD) and are available on the website, www.powerpegz.com, as well as with
local dealers. MotoTech Solutions is a leader in innovative off-road motorcycle product design and
manufacturing. MotoTech Solutions is based in El Dorado Hills, CA.
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Contact Information
John Christy
MOTOTECH SOLUTIONS
http://www.powerpegz.com
1-800-472-3823

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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